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Objectives of  this Presentation 

1. Explain how lidar systems work, what they measure, how lidar data is related 

to fuels

2. Forests in Canada are changing: A look at changing fuel structures and 

recovery

3. Moving forward
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University of  Lethbridge (ARTeMiS Lab) Titan MS Lidar
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Lidar: rapid emission of  laser 
pulses = 3D structure
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Source: Chris Hopkinson



Terrestrial Lidar/Laser Scanning
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Turning point clouds into forest fuel components 

6Source: Xi et al. in prep



Airborne lidar derivatives from the point cloud
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Quantifiable Fuel-related Structures: Red and White Pine
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Lidar data collection at the York Regional Forest, Ontario 8



Quantifiable Fuel-related Structures: Deciduous (maple)
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Lidar data collection at the York Regional Forest, Ontario 9



Field Data Collection Coincident with Lidar: Biomass Harvest
Biomass measured via destructive harvest or 

allometrically can be calculated using volume-

based derivatives from lidar data (n = 311)

Source: Flade et al. 2020 10



Separation of  
plant parts to 
determine fuel 

proportions from 
harvest:

Example from 
NWT

Source: Flade et al. 2020
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PSPs and NG-CFFDRS Plots Coincident 
with Lidar

Shrubs/short stature trees (peatlands) 

(n=35 plots)

Source: Okrimenko et al. in prep 12

Boreal Plains forests 

(n = 45 plots)
Source: Boucher et al. 



Changing forests:

Drought, fire, and insect disturbances 

occurring more often:

• North-shift of  southern boreal

• Increasing growth in northern boreal

• Greater pine beetle outbreaks

• Peatlands could reduce impacts; also 

changing

How to measure?

Lidar: a ‘lots of  plots’ technology
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Study Sites

Thawing permafrost: NWT

AGB losses: Horse River 
fire, Ft McMurray AB
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Fire return intervals: Utikuma AB

Mountain pine beetle: Jasper AB



Mountain pine beetle disturbance: How does the vertical 
distribution of  fuels change with time since disturbance? 

Source: Boucher et al. 15
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Shifting 3D structural diversity

Early attack – Green-red

Mid-attack – Red-gray

Late stage – Gray with regen

Colourized point 

cloud with random 

& field plots
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Redistribution of  laser return frequency with attack phase
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Study area burned:

• Sometime in the 

past

• 1956

Entire area burned 

again in 2011

Peatland resilience: Impacts of  shortened fire return 
intervals on vertical structures: Utikuma Lake AB
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Does shortened fire return interval impact peatland 
vegetation regeneration?

LRI: > 90 years since fire (prior to 2011) SRI: 55 Years between fires

Source: Jones et al. 2022 Ecohydrology
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Impacts of  shortened fire return intervals on vertical 
structures: Utikuma/Slave Lake AB
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Source: Jones et al. submitted

Short return interval fires = expansion from transition into fens; less so in bogs



Take home: SRI in peatlands = ↑ feather mosses, 
↑ shrubs, ↑ fragmentation → transition

Source: Jones et al. 2022 Ecohydrology



Fuel, C losses from soils, vegetation in peatlands at 
Fort McMurray using pre-/post-fire Lidar data

C loss partitioning: How much C is lost (AGB vs soil) during a fire from 

peatlands vs. forests? Which peatlands are more susceptible to burning? Why?
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Peatland depth 
of  burn and 

propagation of  
error: 

Fort McMurray

11
Source: Nelson et al. submitted

C losses from field and 

depth of  burn from lidar

• Lidar RMSE up to ~10 

cm in first year

• Increases to 16 cm after 

year 2 + pre-fire error



Post fire soil C losses are greatest from bog edges;
Deep burns are missed in spectral burn indices

24Source: Nelson et al. in prep; Chasmer et al. 2017 GRL 



Compared to 
forests, much 
more C is lost 
post fire from 
peatland soils … 
which we already 
knew … but…

Source: Ottah et al. in prep 25



Impacts of  thawing permafrost, increasing depth to frost 
table on peatland and forest change
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Thawing permafrost: Tree mortality and 
shrubification at Scotty Creek, NWT
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Permafrost plateaus PeatlandsPlateau edges

Plateau forests are transitioning: 
Tree mortality and increased shrubs 

over time



Conclusions and next steps:

What we are seeing, others have 

observed too!

But, lidar enables:

• Quantification of  range of  variation

• “Lots of  plots” method can be used 

to evaluate optical RS

• Space for time sampling is useful –

avoids sensor compatibility issues
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